If You Leave,

CHOOSING THE RIGHT PATH

The number one fear of a licensed beauty professional
considering a transition to a suite/booth rental
opportunity is the ability to build a new client base
and maintain their client numbers. Although salon
suite rental ads may include messaging such as “you
only need to retain 60% of your clients…,” licensed
beauty professionals know this is not that simple. Did
you sign an employment agreement or non-compete
agreement provided by your current employer? If you
did, then you know taking your clients is not an option.

There are successful independent contractors that have
managed to build clientele, operate their business and
meet the legal tax and reporting obligations required by
law. If you decide this is the path for you, know the facts
and have a concrete plan of action. Familiarize yourself
with the appropriate forms you will need to establish
your business, a business name, quarterly tax payments,
specific licenses and other business obligations before
you make your transition. Visit probeauty.org/irs for a
complete list of tax resources.

How will you maintain and build clientele from inside
a salon suite rental? The appeal of becoming an
independent contractor can be very alluring but it is
important to plan ahead on how you will build the level
of clientele needed to exceed your current earnings.

Most importantly, understand that like any major career
move, taking the leap to becoming an independent
contractor has many risks and benefits. If you decide that
stepping out on your own is what you want to do, be
prepared and take an honest, realistic inventory of what it
will truly take to be successful as an independent contractor.
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BECOMING AN
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR

What Salon Suite Rentals
Aren't Telling You
advocacy

IS THE GRASS REALLY GREENER

on the Other Side?

Becoming an independent contractor is a valid career
option with many successful independent contractors who
take pride in operating a professional, compliant business.
Most importantly, they are not disillusioned about the
financial gain or the amount of work and the number of
clients they must maintain in order to make a clear profit.
Some licensed beauty professionals feel their current
salon environment does not offer:
• Enough of a financial gain to stay;
• Enough benefits such as continuing education
training or mentorship;
• A strong opportunity to grow a consistent
clientele.
The risk of leaving to become an independent contractor
seems low, so it is no surprise licensed beauty
professionals are being targeted by salon
suite renters that portray a “Grass
is Greener” mirage of life as an
independent contractor. These
marketing techniques create
the notion of easily making
more money while working
with a smaller number of
clients. The problem is
the advertisements fail
to provide key relevant
information and include
solicitations that fail
to show any form of
tax withholding, tip
income and mandatory
health insurance costs,
as well as other costs,
which does not support
the professionalism
or integrity of licensed
beauty professionals.

BREAKING DOWN THE NUMBERS

TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF SUITE RENTAL "BREAK EVEN CALCULATOR"
Includes Additional Real World Factors
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR/
SUITE RENTAL SCENARIO

EMPLOYEE
SCENARIO

75

125

$65

$65

$4,875

$8,125

N/A

($813)

$4,875

$7,313

Employee Commission Earned at 43%

N/A

$3,144

Retail Sales Revenue (3 per day, 20 days, $10 ea.)

$600

Service Data Assumptions:
Avg. No. of Monthly Clients (assumes 60% of employee scenario)
Average Service Price
ESTIMATED FINANCIAL SCENARIO CALCULATIONS
Revenue/Compensation:
Total Service Revenue
Less Salon Service Charge
Total Service Revenue after Service Charge

$60

Retail Sales Commission (10%, 3 per day, 20 days, $10 ea.)
Tip Income on Service Revenue at 15% Avg
Total Revenue/Compensation Before Other Deductions

$731

$1,219

$6,206

$4,423

($2,288)

($1,025)

($150)

($150)

($1,400)

N/A

Expenses/Withholdings:
Avg Fed, State, Local Income Tax and FICA Taxes
Healthcare/Affordable Care Act Provision
Avg Suite Rental
Product Costs/Supplies (10% of Total Service Rev)
Total Estimated Monthly Net Income/Compensation

($488)
$1,881

$3,248

NOTE: Independent Contractor/Suite Rental Financial scenario above does not account for additional business expenses such as: professional liability insurance,
general liability insurance, marketing and promotion, salon software, education and training, inventory carrying costs, payment processing and banking fees, etc.

Many licensed beauty professionals claim their number one motivation to leave an employee-based salon environment
is the potential for financial gain. For example, if he/she brings in $100,000 a year but only takes home less
than half, they feel the opportunity for financial gain is worth the transition to work as an independent contractor.
What may not be fully understood, or has even been vetted, is the compensation associated with running an
employment-based salon versus the income of being an independent contractor. There are numerous existing factors
to consider in addition to direct income as indicated in the chart above. Visit probeauty.org/issues to learn more.

